FUND TERMS

Registrations and terms

Date Formed: Jun 26th, 2017

SEC

Private offering pursuant rule 506(c)
of Reg D of Securities Act 1933

NFA, CFTC

Cryptocurrency Capital LLC - is a
Commodity Pool Operator compliant
with NFA, CFTC rules.

Investment Advisor/CPO

Cryptocurrency Capital LLC

Currency

USD

Participant

Investment program primarily
designed for the US investors
(SFOs, ECPs)

Minimum Investment

$10MM

Ownership

Ownership interests are being offered

Management Fee

2% upfront / annually

Performance Fee

20% / annually

Offering Size

$200MM

Lockup Period

2 years

NAV

Monthly

Administrator

Tower Fund Services, LLC

USD Custodian

The Kingdom Trust Company

Crypto Custodian

Xapo, Inc

Compliance

Blue River Partners, LLC

Software Provider

TSI Analytics, Inc

Founders

Paul Savchuk, Tim Melnyk

E-mail

paul@cryptocurrencycapital.us

URL

www.cryptocurrencycapital.us

6350 S RILEY ST, SUITE 323 , LAS VEGAS, NV 89148, tel. 617.952.3975 www.cryptocurrencycapital.us

FIRM OVERVIEW
CRYPTOCURRENCY CAPITAL LLC (CCC) is a US-based holding and research company focused on the
cryptocurrency and blockchain space. Along with conducting extensive and dynamic data-driven research and
analysis, CCC also manages a CFTC compliant crypto fund, the Cryptocurrency Fund L.P. (CCF). CCF offers
institutional-grade investors and SFOs access to the emerging asset class of cryptocurrencies and
blockchain-based technologies.
Our daily coin reports represent the processed and analyzed data collected from multiple sources and are
applicable to use on a real-time basis. Providing our CCC platform subscribers and CCF investors with a single
resource for up-to-date market information. Furthermore, CCF has partnered with TSI Analytics; a quantamentally
focused trading platform for developing machine learning capabilities. TSI’s “Tradis” platform enhances our
research and analytical efforts, even further decreasing the probability for participation in “scam” tokens and
“pump and dump” schemes. It increases the potential for selecting high-quality cryptocurrencies and delivers
clarity for investors and market participants.
Using the same proprietary token selection process as our CCF analysts and traders, our research team seeks to
identify best-in-class tokens and cutting-edge blockchain technologies. With a primary focus on utility tokens
(commodities), CCC is currently tracking approximately 50 utility tokens that have been selected from a growing
pool of 1,400+ cryptocurrencies.
SERVICES WE PROVIDE: Cryptocurrency Market Analysis and Investment Management.
ANALYTICAL PLATFORM
Our technical and fundamentally based research and analysis are collected, aggregated and distributed through our
daily, weekly, and monthly research reports and data feeds available to the CCF investors and CCC research
platform subscribers.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
Technical Analysis is the forecasting of the future cryptocurrency price movements based on an examination
of past trends. Our reports include major indicators sophisticated to understand, but easy to use as our goal to
make it simple and useful at the same time. Our preferences: Elliot Waves, Momentum, Candle Analysis,
Fibonacci retracement and Fibonacci channels and, of course, support/resistance price levels.

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS
Fundamental analysis is a method of evaluating industry and project data in an attempt to measure its intrinsic
value, by examining related economic, financial and other qualitative and quantitative factors. We have
developed comprehensive due diligence procedures that include 50 factors for investment decisions, including
product strengths, usability, scalability; token supply; security; team; jurisdiction; funding.
COIN REPORTS
The crypto space is booming with hundreds of new blockchain projects. Everyone is looking for the next
Ethereum or Bitcoin. It's obvious that only new coin can make x3 or 30x price jump. These reports are created to
show you the next industry leader.

